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Abstract

This paper studies competition when sellers cannot perfectly commit to

the quality of their offers. It presents a model in which sellers compete by

promising service-quality to a one-time-only customer and tests the model’s

predictions in a laboratory experiment. Sellers have private information about

the individual cost of supplying quality and of breaking promises. In any equi-

librium, sellers pool their promises and competition induces them to promise

higher quality than they would provide absent communication. Some sellers

keep their high promises, such that promise competition raises average service-

quality despite non-binding contracts and private information. However, the

pooling prevents positive selection of better sellers. The experiment confirms

these predictions. Promise competition increases the amount participants give

and – while participants distinguish themselves by their promises initially –

they learn to pool their promises and selecting better seller-types becomes

impossible eventually. The results suggest an explanation for the prevalence

of promises in market interactions.
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1 Introduction

Standard models of imperfect competition presume legally binding promises. For

example, sellers perfectly commit to their offered prices or qualities. Real markets

often fall short of this ideal. Quality may be difficult to verify, or the legal authorities

may be unwilling or incapable to enforce the promises. Absent repeated purchases

or other informal enforcement mechanisms, the buyer must ultimately rely on the

seller’s good will and honesty. For example, the markets for car mechanics, complex

procurement contracts, and credence goods all to a large extend depend on voluntary

promise-keeping.

In this context the paper investigates whether the interaction of promises and

competition alone can lead to higher quality-provision and enable a selection of bet-

ter sellers. I propose a simple model of non-binding promise competition and test

its predictions in a laboratory experiment. Two sellers compete for the custom of

a single buyer. They have private information about their good will and honesty.

A seller may be either selfish and dishonest, selfish and honest, or (intrinsically)

motivated and honest.1 Call the types, bad, honest, and good respectively. The

buyer has to choose one of the two sellers on the basis of non-binding promises

only. Promises may serve as signals about the quality of the service delivered by

the sellers. Two central features differ from conventional signaling models. Firstly,

seller-heterogeneity spans two dimensions - intrinsic motivation and cost of promise

breaking. Secondly, the model involves two simultaneous signals with one promise

from each competing seller. To analyze the model, I use the refinement Criterion

D1 of Cho and Kreps (1987). The refinement restricts beliefs about out-of equilib-

rium signals and in this particular case eliminates equilibria resting on implausibly

negative beliefs.

The model predicts that all sellers promise the same quality-level higher or equal

to the quality the good seller type provides in absence of strategic concerns. As a

result, some honest sellers promise better quality than they had otherwise provided

1 For example Bénabou and Tirole (2006) discuss a similar type of motivation. One can imagine a
fourth type who is motivated but dishonest, in Appendix A.1 I demonstrate that the described
equilibria survive the inclusion of this type into the model.
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and hence increase their quality provision. Yet it is impossible to infer the type

of a seller from a promise as all sellers pool. That means, promise competition

in comparison to a case without communication, increases the welfare of buyers

on average even though promises are regularly broken and uninformative about a

seller’s type.

I test these predictions in a laboratory experiment (n = 155). Based on non-

binding promises about their intentions, participants choose a sender with whom

to play a dictator game. The seller gets 100 points worth 10 dollars and is free to

share them in any way with the buyer. To avoid a single focal point of promising

fifty points to the receiver, a multiplier of two is applied on all points send to the

receiver. Participants repeat the game ten times with stranger matching.2 They

receive feedback about the actions of their group, specifically about both promises,

which promise got selected, and the actual decision of the selected promisor, to allow

for learning. Finally, in order to measure participants’ behavior absent promises,

participants play a regular one-shot dictator game, randomly either in the beginning

or end of the experiment.3

The experimental results largely confirm the predictions. Firstly, while receivers

are able to select better senders based on their promises initially, senders start

to pool their promises around a level of fifty points after a few repetitions. In

the last six repetitions, selected and non-selected senders do not differ significantly

in their promises or the amount they send. Senders give more to the receiver in

the first round of the promise game than in the dictator game without promises

which supports the hypothesis that promise competition increases quality-provision.

I observe declining giving in the promise game over the repetitions of the game.4

Moreover I observe a restart effect when the dictator game is played after the promise

game, similar to the restart effect in repeated public good games first described by

Andreoni (1988). Both makes later repetitions hard to compare to the one-shot

2 Participants are randomly and anonymously rematched each repetition of the experiment. This
is common practice in experimental economics to avoid reputation effects.

3 The timing is random to avoid order effects.
4 My preferred explanation is that an underlying factor (such as a norm or moral obligation)

changes with repetitions and feedback, similar to the decline of cooperation in a repeated
public good game due to imperfect conditional cooperation as described by Fischbacher and
Gächter (2010).
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dictator game. Results of Engel (2011) and Sass, Timme, and Weimann (2015)

suggest that giving in a dictator game decreases over repetitions as well, yet remains

an open question if that happens at the same rate.

The experimental results largely confirm the predictions. Firstly, while receivers

are able to select better senders based on their promises initially, in the last six repe-

titions, selected and non-selected senders do not differ significantly in their promises

or the amount they send. This happens as senders start to pool their promises

around a level of fifty points after a few repetitions. Secondly, senders give more

to the receiver in the first round of the promise game than in the dictator game

without promises which supports the hypothesis that promise competition increases

quality-provision. However, I also observe that giving declines over repetitions of

the promise game.5 Moreover I observe a restart effect when the dictator game is

played after the promise game, similar to the restart effect in repeated public good

games first described by Andreoni (1988). As the experiment does not repeat the

dictator game, a clean comparison of later repetitions of the promise game to the

one-shot dictator game is difficult.6 Yet in support of the the predicted mechanism,

I find that a change of the promise between round t and t− 1 is correlated with an

according change in giving. This suggests that promise competition increases giving

even in later repetitions despite the decreasing trend.7

The theoretical argument of this study does not require the costs of promise

breaking to be of a particular source and applies to situations in which such cost stem

from different sources. Examples include legal constraints, reputation, fabrication

costs, or an adverse reaction of the contracting party.8 The experimental part of this

study on the other hand focuses on one particular motivation for the cost of promise

breaking - a psychological dis-utility from breaking a promise. Whereas the economic

5 A possible explanation is that an underlying factor (such as a norm or moral obligation) changes
during the repetitions of the game, similar to the decline of cooperation in a repeated public
good game due to imperfect conditional cooperation as described by Fischbacher and Gächter
(2010). See section 6.1.

6 While results of Engel (2011) and Sass et al. (2015) suggest that giving in a dictator game
decreases over repetitions as well, it remains an open question if that happens at the same rate.

7 The effect stems from those sellers who keep their promise in the first repetition of the game,
initial promise-breakers show no correlation.

8 A promise could serve as reference point similar to Hart and Moore (2008) and Fehr, Hart, and
Zehnder (2011).
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literature traditionally saw promises as cheap talk, a large body of recent empirical

literature finds that some people incur a psychological cost when misrepresenting the

truth9 which leads Abeler, Nosenzo, and Raymond (2018) to conclude that people lie

surprisingly little when reviewing the experimental literature on misrepresentation.

The literature also finds a substantial heterogeneity regarding the preference for

honesty as well as promise-keeping10 which supports the model’s assumption that

seller types differ in their honesty. To adjust the model to this literature I allow a

functional form of promise-breaking that are motivated by recent research on the

cost of lying by Abeler et al. (2018) and Gneezy et al. (2018). That means that

the model allows for a fixed cost of lying as well as a cost increasing in the size of

the lie. While research hasn’t yet investigated the relation between a cost of lying

and promise breaking, it seems conceivable that the functional form of these costs

should be similar.11

This study relates to several strings of the economic literature. The model is

relevant to the theoretical literature on electoral competition (See Corazzini et al.

(2014) and Fehrler, Fischbacher, and Schneider (2018)) by showing that a second

dimension of private information, here intrinsic motivation (a lower cost of providing

quality), is relevant to understand the effects of political promise competition. The

paper shows that the set of equilibrium-promises depends on this dimension.

This paper also contributes to theoretical literature that studies communication.

Previous work has investigated communication when talk is cheap (e.g. Crawford

and Sobel, 1982) or when agents face a cost of lying (Kartik, 2009). Here I study a

situation in-between, when some but not all agents face a cost of lying. The literature

also investigates how multiple dimensions of private information can reduce the

9 Some influential studies are Abeler, Becker, and Falk (2014), Charness and Dufwenberg
(2006), Ellingsen and Johannesson (2004), Fischbacher and Föllmi-Heusi (2013), Gneezy (2005),
Lundquist, Ellingsen, Gribbe, and Johannesson (2009), Mazar, Amir, and Ariely (2008), Sutter
(2009), Vanberg (2008).

10 For example Gibson, Tanner, and Wagner (2013), Gneezy, Kajackaite, and Sobel (2018),
Gneezy, Rockenbach, and Serra-Garcia (2013) find this in the domain of lying and Born, van
Eck, and Johannesson (2018), Corazzini, Kube, Maréchal, and Nicolò (2014) in the domain of
promise keeping.

11 Since the time between making the promise and making the actual decision is very short in this
as in many lab experiments, the cost of promise-breaking might be identical to a cost of lying
if the promising party has made up their mind about what to do actually.
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information transmitted by signals. Most relatedly Frankel and Kartik (2017) study

how unobservable heterogeneity in two dimensions can ’muddle’ the informativity

of market signals if market participants try to infer the type of an agent based on

a single signal.12 The present study demonstrates that signals can become entirely

un-informative if there exists only one type who can break her promise without a

cost, i.e. a type who can ’game’ the signal for free.13

A large experimental literature that investigates promises in a competitive envi-

ronment.14 This study is the first to investigate whether promise competition allows

a selection of better promisors15 and to evaluate the effect of promise competition

on quality provision in comparison to a benchmark without both competition and

promises.16

This paper studies a novel mechanism that can limit the moral hazard of sellers

and increase consumer welfare in markets where quality is not contractible. Thereby

it makes a contribution to a branch of research in industrial organization investi-

gates markets where sellers may misrepresent the true quality of a good or service

on sale. The literature has highlighted the role of repeated interaction to mitigate

sellers’ moral hazard yet repetition cannot completely alleviate the problem as sell-

ers require a premium for providing good quality (see Shapiro, 1982, Allen, 1984,

Weigelt and Camerer, 1988). Besides repeated interaction the literature also has

highlighted how franchising and advertisement can constrain sellers or provide buy-

ers with a signal about product quality.17 Reputation systems are a natural way to

extend repeated interactions and provided a way to demonstrate the positive effects

12 Another example are Bernheim and Kartik (2014) who investigate self-selection into corrupt
political systems in a model with two-dimensional private information and Callander and Wilkie
(2007) who investigate campaign platforms of politicians when politicians differ in left-right
preference in addition to their honesty.

13 Frankele and Kartik rule this out by assumption. Note also that there is a second difference
in the scenario I study, which is that the promise itself may alter the value of a seller to the
buyer, since honest sellers may increase their quality provision after promising high quality.

14 See Born et al. (2018), Casella, Kartik, Sanchez, and Turban (2018), Corazzini et al. (2014),
Fehrler et al. (2018), Feltovich and Giovannoni (2015), Geng, Weiss, and Wolff (2011).

15 Somewhat related Strømland, Tjøtta, and Torsvik (2018) investigate how communication can
sustain cooperation and partner selection.

16 Previous studies have established that an election increases the promise-keeping everything
else equal Born et al. (2018), Geng et al. (2011) and that people make lower promises absent
electoral competition Corazzini et al. (2014).

17 See Fluet and Garella (2002), Linnemer (2002), Milgrom and Roberts (1986).
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of a good reputation empirically.18 However, reputation systems, franchising, and

advertisement also have limits to their effectiveness.19 In this paper, I introduce a

mechanism might function as a complement to these mechanisms, namely competi-

tion in sellers-promises, that can lift quality provision even if other mechanism are

completely absent or uninformative.

2 A Model of Promise Competition

A principal can select one out of two agents. Call the principal promisee and the

agents promisors from here on. The two promisors i ∈ {1, 2} simultaneously choose

a promise pi ∈ [0,∞) about the service quality xi ∈ [0,∞) they will provide to the

promisee if they are selected. The promisee observes the promises and decides which

promisor to select. Let a denote the promisee’s (mixed) strategy regarding any two

promises and a(p1, p2) the promisee’ probability to select promise p1 over promise

p2. A promisor who gets selected may freely choose the quality xi she provides.

Promisors cannot condition their decisions on whether they are promisor 1 or 2 and

neither can the promisee condition her selection decision on the promisors’ index,20

so henceforth I can omit i. The ex-post utility of a promisor who gets selected is,

u(x, p, α, ρ) = 1− x+ α · f(x)− ρ · g(p, x), (1)

where α ∈ {0, α} expresses the promisor’s intrinsic motivation, and ρ ∈ {0, ρ}

expresses the promisor’s cost of promise breaking. A promisor who does not get

selected receives zero utility. The promisee only cares about the service-quality x

and her utility, v(x), is strictly increasing in x.

Assumption 1. The function f(x) is twice continuously differentiable and satisfies

αf ′(0) > 1 and f ′′(x) ≤ 0 for all x.

18 For example Cabral and Hortacsu (2010), Elfenbein, Fisman, and McManus (2012), Luca
(2016), Resnick, Zeckhauser, Swanson, and Lockwood (2006).

19 See Grunewald and Kräkel (2017), Jin and Kato (2006), Jin and Leslie (2009), Luca and Zervas
(2016), Michael (2000), Zervas, Proserpio, and Byers (2015) for examples.

20 A promisee observes two times the same promise picks either with equal likelihood, formally
a(p1, p2) = .5 if p1 = p2.
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The cost of promise-breaking takes the form,

g(x, p) =

 G(|x− p|/p) + ν if p 6= x;

0 otherwise.
(2)

Assumption 2. The function G(|x − p|/p) satisfies G(0) = 0, G(|x − p|/p) ≥ 0,

and G′′(|x− p|/p) > 0.

A promisor type is described by the pair τ = (α, ρ). The main analysis focuses

on the case in which the type (α, 0) does not exist, so the type space is T =

{(0, 0), (0, ρ), (α, ρ)}. Call the types ”bad”, ”honest”, and ”good” and define τb =

(0, 0), τh = (0, ρ), and τg = (α, ρ) accordingly. The type τ is private information

of each promisor and unobservable to the promisee. Let φτ denote the the prior

probability of type τ . In the baseline setting I assume φτ = 1/3 for all τ ∈ T .

Define x0(τ) := arg maxx 1− x + αf(x) as the natural provision of type τ . For

simplicity write x0(τg) as x0 and x0(0, ·) as x0 = 0. Denote a promisor’s optimal

provision of quality,

x∗(p, τ) := arg max
x

u(x, p, α, ρ).

Denote the degree of promise-fulfillment κτ (p). Thus x∗(p, τ) = κτ (p) · p. Finally, I

make the following assumption.

Assumption 3. The parameters are such that,

φτg
φτg + φτl

x0 ≥ x∗(x0, τh).

The assumption implies that type τh breaks any promise of x0 or more.

To define an equilibrium I introduce more notation. Let sτ denote the mixed

strategy with regard to promises of promisor type τ and s the strategy profile of

all types. That is, sτ (p) is the probability that type τ promises p. Let µ denote

the system of beliefs of the promisee. When the promisee observes a promise p, let

µ(τ |p) denote the promisee’s belief about the probability that promise p is coming

from type τ . Given beliefs and a promise p I can write the promisee’s expected

quality selecting that promise as E
[
x
∣∣p, µ] =

∑
τ∈T µ(τ |p) · x∗(p, τ).
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We denote the expected utility of a promisor τ as E[u(p, τ, a, ρ)|s, a], where s

represents the strategy of the competing promisor. In a Perfect Bayesian Equilibrium

(PBE) a promisor’s choice of quality-provision is optimal given the own promise

and type, and the promise strategy maximizes expected utility given the promisee’s

strategy. The promisee’s strategy maximizes expected utility given the promisee’s

associated beliefs, and these conform with Bayes’ rule whenever it applies. More

formally, (s∗, x∗, µ∗, a∗) form a PBE if and only if the following conditions hold.

i For all τ ∈ T and p ∈ [0,∞), x∗(p, τ) = arg max
x

u(p, x, τ).

ii For all τ ∈ T, if s∗τ (p) > 0, then p ∈ arg max
p

E[u(x∗, p, α, ρ)|s∗, a∗].

iii For all p1, p2, a
∗(p1, p2) = arg max

a(p1,p2)
E
[
x
∣∣p, µ] · a(p1, p2) + E

[
x
∣∣p, µ] · (1 −

a(p1, p2)).

iv For all τ ∈ T and p ∈ [0,∞),

µ∗(τ |p) =
Pr(τ) · s∗(p, τ)∑
T Pr(τ) · s∗(p, τ)

,

if
∑
T

Pr(τ) · s∗(p, τ) > 0,

and

µ∗(τ |p) is any probability distribution on T otherwise.

3 Analysis

This section describes the Perfect Bayesian Equilibria of the model and refines them.

Let p0 describe the promise for which type τg receives zero ex-post utility, the highest

promise this type would consider. The following proposition establishes that any

promise lower than or equal to p0 can be the sole equilibrium promise in a Perfect

Bayesian Equilibrium.

Proposition 1. For every promise p in
[
0, p0

]
, there exist beliefs such that the
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following strategies form a Perfect Bayesian Equilibrium,

s∗τ (p) = 1 for all τ,

a∗(p1, p2) =


1 if p1 = p and p2 6= p;

0 if p1 6= p and p2 = p;

0.5 otherwise,

x∗(p, τ) as defined in Equation (2) for all τ.

Proof. Consider any promise p∗ with s∗τ (p
∗) = 1 for all τ . The following beliefs,

µ(τl|p) =

 φτl if p = p∗;

1 if p 6= p∗,

µ(τh|p) =

 φτh if p = p∗;

0 if p 6= p∗,

µ(τg|p) = 1− µ(τh|p)− µ(0, 0|p),

obey Bayes’ rule. Given these beliefs, the expected quality implied by any other

promise p 6= p∗ equals zero. Hence, the promisee’s decision a∗(p1, p2) maximizes the

promisee’s expected utility. Given the promisee’s decision, the following strategy

maximizes a promisor’s expected utility:

s∗τ (p) =

 1 if p = p∗;

0 otherwise,

and x∗(p, τ) = arg maxu(p, x, τ) as defined in Equation (2).

The next proposition establishes that no separating equilibria exist in which all

types separate from each other by making distinct promises. The intuition is that

a promisee tries to avoid the bad type τl. Yet this type doesn’t face any cost to

mimic other promises thus always mimics the most successful promise in terms of

selection-probability.

Proposition 2. There exists no fully separating equilibrium.
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Proof. Suppose there is an equilibrium in which all types separate by making a

different promise. W.l.o.g. let type τl promise p′. Then, by the fact that all types

separate, there exists a promise p′′ > 0 made by one of the other types with p′′ 6= p′.

For any promise p′, type τ ′ provides quality x0 after selection. For any promise p′′,

either type τg or τh provides x > x0. Since beliefs respect Bayes’ Rule, µ(τl|p′) =

1 and µ(τl|p′′) = 0. Therefore, the promisee strictly prefers p′′ to p′. But then

a∗(p′, p′′) = 0 and type τ ′ profits from deviating to promise p′′. Hence, this cannot

be an equilibrium.

The model does admit semi-separating equilibria, however. In these, types τg and

τl promise quality pH and τh separates to a lower promise, pL. The promisee prefers

pH over pL and selects the latter only if pH is not available. Proposition 3 establishes

this kind of equilibrium.

Recall that φτ denotes the probability that nature draws a candidate of type τ .

Since the promisee prefers pH , the likelihood to get selected with either promise is,

S(pH) = 1− 0.5
(
φτg + φτl

)
,

and,

S(pL) = 0.5− 0.5
(
φτg + φτl

)
.

Define,

S(L/H) = S(pL)/S(pH) = 0.25.

The following proposition establishes the existence of semi-separating equilibria.

Proposition 3. For all pL and pH such that,

i. u
(
x∗, pH , τg

)
≥ u

(
x∗, pL, τg

)
· S(L/H),

ii. u
(
x∗, pH , τh

)
≤ u

(
x∗, pL, τh

)
· S(L/H),

iii. x∗(pH , τg)
φτg

φτl + φτg
≥ x∗(pL, τh),

there exist beliefs such that the following strategies form a Perfect Bayesian Equilib-
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rium,

a(p1, p2) =



1 if p1 = pH and p2 6= pH ;

1 if p1 = pL and p2 6∈ {pH , pL};

0 if p2 = pH and p1 6= pH ;

0 if p2 = p∗L and p1 6∈ {pL, pH};

0.5 otherwise,

s∗τh(p) =

 1 if p = pL;

0 otherwise,

s∗τl(p) =

 1 if p = pH ;

0 otherwise,

s∗τg(p) =

 1 if p = pH ;

0 otherwise.

Proof. Consider the following system of beliefs, which assigns correct probabilities

to each type when observing pH , pL and full probability to type τl when observing

any off-equilibrium promise,

µ(0, 0|p) =


0 if p = pL;

φτl
φτl+φτg

if p = pH ;

1 otherwise,

µ(τh|p) =

 1 if p = pL;

0 otherwise,

µ(τg|p) = 1− µ(τh|p)− µ(0, 0|p).

These beliefs follow Bayes’ Rule where applicable. By Condition iii, the promisee

prefers a promisor with promise pH over a promisor with pL given these beliefs.

Accordingly the promisee’s strategy is optimal. Given the promisee’ strategy, no

promisor type has incentive to deviate to another promise: Type τg maximizes her

utility by Condition i, type τh maximizes her utility by Condition ii, and type τl

makes the promise that yields the highest probability of selection, which is optimal
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as the type faces no cost of promise-breaking. This concludes the proof.

Lastly, there exists semi-separating equilibria in which τh promises quality pL,

τl promises a higher quality pH , and τg mixes between both such that the promisee

is indifferent. In turn the promisee mixes such that τg is indifferent between both

promises. Define â as the probability distribution over promises pL and pH such that

τg is indifferent between either promise,

u
(
x∗, pH , τg

)
· â(pH) = u

(
x∗, pL, τg

)
· â(pL).

And define ŝ as the probability distribution over promises pL, pH such that the

promisee is indifferent,

φτg · ŝ(pH) · x∗(pH , τg)
φτl + φτg · ŝ(pH)

=
φτg · ŝ(pL) · x∗(pL, τg) + φτh · x∗(pL, τh)

φτh + φτg · ŝ(pL)
.

The following proposition establishes the existence of these semi-separating equilib-

ria.

Proposition 4. For all pL and pH such that,

u
(
x∗, pH , τg

)
≥ u

(
x∗, pL, τg

)
,

there exist beliefs such that the following strategies form a Perfect Bayesian Equilib-
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rium:

a(p1, p2) =



â(pH) if p1 = pH and p2 = pL;

â(pL) if p1 = pL and p2 = pH ;

1 if p1 ∈ {pL, pH} and p2 6∈ {pL, pH};

0 if p2 ∈ {pL, pH} and p1 6∈ {pL, pH};

0.5 otherwise,

s∗τh(p) =

 1 if p = pL;

0 otherwise,

s∗τl(p) =

 1 if p = pH ;

0 otherwise,

s∗τg(p) =


ŝ(pH) if p = pH ;

ŝ(pL) if p = pL;

0 otherwise.

Proof. Consider the following system of beliefs, which assigns correct probabilities

to each type when observing pH , pL and full probability to type τl when observing

any off-equilibrium promise,

µ(τl|p) =


0 if p = pL;

φτl
φτl+φτg

if p = pH ;

1 otherwise,

µ(τh|p) =

 1 if p = pL;

0 otherwise,

µ(τg|p) = 1− µ(τh|p)− µ(τl|p).

These beliefs follow Bayes’ Rule where applicable and the promisee is indifferent

between a promisor with promise pH or pL. Hence, the promisee’s strategy is opti-

mal. Given the promisee’ strategy, no promisor type gains utility from deviating to

another promise: Type τg is indifferent between both equilibrium promises, hence

maximizes her utility, type τh prefers the lower promise, hence maximizes her util-

ity, and type τl promises the quality that yields the highest probability of selection,
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which is optimal as the type faces no cost of promise-breaking. This concludes the

proof. No promisor can gain from deviation to an off-equilibrium promise as these

are never selected.

In a nutshell, Propositions 1, 3, and 4 establish the existence of a wide range of

Bayesian Equilibria. In particular, any promise may be part of a pooling equilibrium.

This is driven by the fact that the Bayesian Equilibrium concept allows promisees to

have arbitrary beliefs about any promise never made in a particular equilibrium. As

a result, the Bayesian Equilibrium concept cannot make strong predictions in this

framework and hence is unsatisfactory. The following section of this paper, applies

Criterion D1 to refine the set of equilibria in order to address this issue.

3.1 Refinement

This section refines the perfect Bayesian Equilibria by applying Criterion D1 of Cho

and Kreps (1987). As it turns out, the refinement eliminates all equilibria except a

range of pooling equilibria at the high natural action and above.

Let Û(τ) define the equilibrium expected utility of a promisor of type τ who

promises p̂ while the other types promise p̂−τ , and U(τ, a, p, p̂−τ ) the expected utility

of a promisor of type τ who promises p, given the promisee strategy a and the other

types’ promise-strategies p̂−τ . Let MBR(µ, p) define the set of the promisee’s mixed

strategy best responses to p given beliefs µ. The set of all mixed promisee best

responses strategies that make promisor type τ strictly prefer p to p̂ is

D(τ, p) := ∪µ{a in MBR(µ, p)|U(τ, a, p, p̂−τ ) > ÛP (τ)}. (3)

Let D0(τ, p) be the set of best response strategies such that promisor type τ is

indifferent between p and p̂.

Definition 1. (Criterion D1) A type τ is deleted for strategy p under Criterion D1

if there is a type τ ′ such that

{D(τ, p) ∪D0(τ, p)} ⊂ D(τ ′, p)}.
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Intuitively, a promisee belief regarding the promisor type a non-equilibrium promise

comes from satisfies D1 if the type deviates to this promise for the largest set of

promisee decisions, compared to all other types. An equilibrium satisfies D1, if all

assigned beliefs about non-equilibrium promises satisfy D1.

In the following I discuss how Criterion D1 reduces the set of equilibria.

Proposition 5. No semi-separating equilibrium satisfies Criterion D1.

Proof. I prove this by contradiction. First iI show that D1 eliminates all equilibria in

which one type entirely separates (as described in Proposition 3) which permitted by

D1. Second I show that D1 also eliminates the remaining semi-equilibrium (described

in Proposition 4).

Suppose that there exists an equilibrium in which one type separates from the

others with any two promises p′, p′′. Without loss of generality let p′ be the quality

which the separating type promises.

(i) Suppose the equilibrium is such that type τl separates and promises quality

p′. A promisee selecting this promise receives x0 = 0. For any p′′ type τh provides

greater or equal quality and τg provides a strictly greater quality. Hence a promisee

strictly prefers any other promise p′′ 6= p′ for which µ(τg|p′′) ≥ 0 to p′. Hence this is

not an equilibrium.

(ii) Suppose the equilibrium is such that type τg separates and promises promise

p′. The promise p′ has to be selected with equal or lower probability than p′′,

otherwise τl would deviate. Thus the promisee has to weakly prefer p′′ to p′. For

any two promises p′ < p′′, types τl and τh provide a strictly lower quality than τg,

hence p′′ > p′ has hold. But then for any promise p′′ there exists a ε > 0 such that

the promise p = p′′− ε increases the ex-post utility of τh whereas it doesn’t alter the

utility of τl. This means the set of election probabilities at which τh deviates to p

is larger than the same of τl and Criterion D1 eliminates type τl for p. Under these

beliefs a promisee prefers p to p′′ hence this is not an equilibrium.

(iii) Suppose the equilibrium is such that type τh separates and promises promise

p′. Promise p′ cannot be selected over p′′ otherwise τl would make this promise, too.

At the same time τh has to prefer p′ over p′′ given the equilibrium promisee strategy
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a. That means p′ < p′′. However then there exists a promise p = p′ + ε for an ε > 0

such that type τh is willing to diverge to that promise for a selection probability less

than twice than the probability with which a promisor promising pL gets selected.

For that probability type τl is not willing to diverge from pH which means Criterion

D1 deletes τl for p. Regardless of the promisee’s beliefs about the other types, the

promisee strictly prefers p to p′. This means τh prefers p to p′, hence this is not an

equilibrium. This concludes the proof that no semi-separating equilibria in which

one type separates completely survive criterion D1.

Second, I prove that there exists no semi-separating equilibrium as described in

Proposition 4. Suppose the opposite. In such equilibrium τg is indifferent between

pL and pH , τh weakly prefers pL, and τl weakly prefers pH .

Then there exists a promise p ∈ (pL, pH) such that τg is willing to deviate to p

for the largest set of promisee strategies a. To see this, note that τg gains ex-post

utility from promising closer to her natural quality provision x0 whereas τl receives

equal ex-post utility from all promises and τl gains ex-post utility from promising

less. Due to the difference in α · f(x), the marginal gains of τg and τh are different

with an exception of single promises in which the marginal utilities crosses.

Given that, Criterion D1 requires the belief µ(τg|p) = 1. Under this belief the

promisee prefers p to pL and pL, pH are not an equilibrium. This contradiction

concludes the proof.

The proposition establishes that Criterion D1 eliminates equilibria with selection

based on promises. Note however that this result partly depends on the continuity

of the promise space. If the promise space is discrete, D1 permits two adjacent

promises to form a semi-separating equilibrium of the kind described in Proposition

4. In these equilibria τh promises the lower quality and τl the higher quality. τg

mixes between both promises such that the promisee is indifferent and selects each

promise with equal likelihood. These equilibria can explain the findings of Casella

et al. (2018), namely mixing between the promises ′5′ and ′6′ in the presence of

completion.

Complementing the finding that separation is not possible in equilibrium, Propo-

sitions 6 and 7 establish that a reduced set of pooling equilibria at a single promise
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survive Criterion D1. The range of permissible promises starts at the natural service

quality of a motivated promisor, x0, and ranges to some higher quality I denote as

pmax.

We define pmax = min{p̃, p̂}, where p̃ denotes the promise at which the marginal

ex-post utility from the promise relative to total ex-post utility is equal for τg and τh,

and p̂ is the promise at which the promisee receives the same expected utility from

a mixture of the types τg and τl at prior probabilities or τh with certainty. Formally,

u′p(x
∗(p̃), p̃, τg)/u(x∗(p̃), p̃, τg) = u′p(x

∗(p̃), p̃, τh)/u(x∗(p̃), p̃, τh),

and,
φτg

φτg + φτl
x∗(p̂, τg) = x∗(p̂, τh).

Observe that, pmax < p0. Which means that the highest possible equilibrium is

lower than the highest promise τg would want to make.

Proposition 6. There exist beliefs satisfying Criterion D1 such that for p∗ in

[x0, pmax] the following strategies form a perfect Bayesian (pooling) equilibrium:

sτ (p
∗) = 1 for all t,

a∗(p1, p2) =


1 if p1 = p∗ and p2 6= p∗;

0 if p1 6= p∗ and p2 = p∗;

0.5 otherwise,

x∗(p, τ) as defined in Equation (2) for all types τ,

where pmax = min{p̃, p̂}.

Proof. We begin by showing that there exist beliefs satisfying D1 that support this

equilibrium. Let p∗ be any equilibrium promise in [x0, pmax]. Consider a downward

deviation to any promise p′ < p∗, by choice of pmax, type τh is the type that gains

highest expected utility from deviating to p′. Accordingly, D1 deletes all other types,

and promisee beliefs are µ(τh|p′) = 1 for all p′ < p∗. Under these beliefs no one will

deviate to ρ′.
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Secondly, consider any promise larger than the equilibrium promise p′ > p∗.

Both τg and τh loose ex-post utility from increasing their promise, while τl does not.

Again D1 deletes these types for promisee beliefs and only the belief µ(τl|p′) = 1 is

permissible. Hence beliefs satisfying D1 support the equilibria. Finally, given these

beliefs a∗ is optimal and so is sτ (p
∗) = 1, which concludes the proof.

The next proposition establishes that Criterion D1 eliminates all other pooling

equilibria.

Proposition 7. The equilibria described in Proposition 6 are the only equilibria that

satisfy Criterion D1.

Proof. First I show that there exist no pooling equilibria in pure strategies other

than described in Proposition 6. Suppose there exists an equilibrium with promise

p not in the set of equilibria E = [x0, pmax]. For any p smaller than x0, the type

that gains highest ex-post utility from deviating to x0 is τg, hence the only belief not

eliminated by D1 is µ(τg|x0) = 1 which does not support p as equilibrium. For any

p larger than pmax, by construction of pmax, the type gaining most from deviating

to a marginally lower promise p′ is τg. Again D1 eliminates all beliefs other than

µ(τg|p′) = 1 thus p cannot be an equilibrium.

Second, consider equilibria that involve more than one promise and in which all

types mix with equal probabilities between the equilibrium-promises. To see that

no such pooling equilibrium exist, consider the utility the different types get from

winning with any two promises p1 < p2. Type τh receives higher ex-post utility from

the former, whereas τl receives equal ex-post utility from either. Thus, both types

cannot be indifferent between the two promises.

Third, consider equilibria that involve more than one promise in which Promisor

types mix differently between these promises. Without loss of generality consider an

equilibrium involving any two promises p1 < p2. As established before, τh and τl do

not mix between the same two promises for the same selection-likelihood a(p1, p2).

By Assumption 3 and 1 type τg has to mix to all involved promises if any promise

is above or equal to x0, otherwise there is a promise which is strictly preferred by

the voters. Assume this case first. Then there might be an equilibrium in which the
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voters choose a to set τg indifferent, whereas τh strictly prefers the lower promise

and τl is indifferent or prefers the higher promise. As τh strictly prefers the p1 there

exists a promise p = p2 − ε for some ε > 0 such that τg prefers deviation to this

promise for a larger set of a than the other types. Criterion D1 requires promisee

beliefs µ(τg|p) = 1, hence they prefer p to p2 and this cannot be an equilibrium.

Now assume p1 < p2 < x0, type τg gains the most ex-post utility from a marginal

deviation to p = p2+ε for some ε > 0. D1 requires promisee beliefs to be accordingly,

hence this cannot be an equilibrium either.

3.2 Benchmarks

This section discusses benchmarks against which to assess the equilibria with com-

petition. I refer to the equilibria from the model above as ’the predicted equilibria’.

I sketch the equilibria under the benchmark scenario and compare them to the pre-

dicted equilibria in terms of selection (is any seller type more likely to be selected?)

and quality provision.

No Competition

We start with a simple comparison to a game in which there is no competition. In

this case a buyer faces one seller and has no decision to make - she always selects

the seller.21 Accordingly, all sellers that face a cost of promise breaking, promise

their natural quality. The bad seller type promises anything and doesn’t keep the

promise. The buyer meets a random seller and selects them which means each seller

type gets selected with its prior probability. Thus the selection likelihoods of each

type is equal to the competition equilibrium. In contrast, the service quality is

lower in this benchmark scenario. The reduction is driven by the honest type, who,

in this scenario, provides zero quality, as compared to x∗(p∗, τh) in the game with

competition. Both other types provide equal quality.

21 This also covers the case that the buyer has an outside option of 0, but no preferences e.g.
regarding fairness.
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Binding contracts

Here I consider a game with binding promises. In this case there is no difference

between the types τl and τh. Under binding contracts the buyer always wants to

select the seller who offers the highest quality. Let xmaxτ denote the quality for

which types τ ∈ {τh, τg} receive zero ex-post utility; this is the highest quality type

τ offers. Let xmaxg > xmaxh . This is the more plausible parameter configuration.22 In

equilibrium, τl and τh promise at pmaxh . As τg has a φτl + φτh probability of running

against one of the other types, the type does not offer pmaxg . Instead type τg mixes

over an atomic distribution over (pmaxh , phighest], where phighest is the promise at which

the expected utility under certain selection by the buyer equals the expected utility

with promise phighest and selection probability φτl + φτh .

Under binding contracts, the quality provided to the promisee is larger than in

the predicted equilibria - any promisor provides a quality at or above xmaxh which

is larger than the highest quality provided in the predicted equilibria. In addition

positive selection of τg occurs, whereas τl and τh both are selected with an equal

smaller likelihood (See Table 1).

Perfect information

Regard a game in which all sides have perfect information. As buyers have perfect

information, they always select the seller who, given type and promise, provides

the highest quality. As sellers have perfect information as well, they know which

type they compete against and hence condition their choice of promise on their

competitor’s type. Let pmaxτ denote the promise for which types τ ∈ {τh, τg} receive

zero ex-post utility; this is the highest promise that type τ considers. Let pmaxg >

pmaxh as this is the more plausible parameter configuration.23

In equilibrium, the two honest sellers types promise their natural quality if they

22 If f(x) is negative for high values of x - a case that is generally compatible with this model
- xmax

h can be larger than xmax
g . As an example think of a setting in which τg is moti-

vated to fulfill a quality norm but unmotivated to provide (much) higher quality than the
norm prescribes. This has some resemblance to the assumption about the 50-50 norm in
AndreoniSocialimage502009.

23 As described in Footnote 22, there are parametrization of the model for which pmax
h can be

larger than pmax
g .
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compete against a bad seller and the buyer selects them with certainty. If an honest

type runs against a buyer of the same type, both promise pmaxh and the buyer selects

either one. If the honest type runs against a the good type, τg ’out-promises’ τh.

Type τh makes any promise equal or lower than pmaxl and τg promises pmaxl . If two

good sellers run against each other, both promise pmaxh . Finally the bad seller makes

any promise, is selected only if both sellers are of that type.

Table 1 displays the selection likelihood of the three types in the game with

binding contracts, the game with perfect information, and the baseline model. In

the perfect information scenario, the buyer selects the good type more often and the

bad type less often than under complete information.

Table 1: Comparison selection likelihood in benchmarks and predicted equilibria

Event Perfect
Info

Binding
Prom

Pred.
Equilibria

Selection τl φ2
τl

0.5(φτl + φτh)2 φτl
Selection τh φ2

τh
+ 2φτhφτl 0.5(φτl + φτh)2 φτh

Selection τg 0.5(φτl + φτh)2 (2φτl + 2φτh + φτg)φτg φτg

In contrast the impact of information of the quality provision is more ambiguous.

Type τl does not change the provided quality of 0. Type τg provides higher (when

competing with τg, or τh) or equal (when competing with τl) quality compared to the

under complete information. Finally, τh provides higher quality (when competing

with τh) or worse quality (when competing with τl). This does not permit a clear

comparison regarded the average quality as it depends on the parameters whether

average quality increases or decreases.

4 Experimental Design

The experiment consists of two parts and a concluding questionnaire. Participants

in the experiment play both parts in random order. In each session half of the

participants starts with Part A and the other half starts with Part B. For simplicity

I call the group who starts with Part A ’treatment 1’ and the other group ’treatment
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2’. Note that this is primarily to control for order effects and not for treatment

comparison.

Part A - Dictator Game

Participants are randomly matched with a partner. Each pair plays a one-shot

dictator game with a multiplier. The sender receives an endowment of 100 points

and decides how to split this endowment between herself and a receiver. The receiver

gets no points apart from those the sender decides to assign to her and cannot pursue

any action. To avoid a single focal point at the equal split of fifty points, each point

the sender sends to the receiver is doubled.

I use the strategy-method. All subjects make a sender decision and the computer

randomly determines who becomes a sender after all decisions are made. Participants

learn about the outcome from Part A only at the end of the experiment after both

parts are concluded.

Part B - Promise Game

This part of the experiment is repeated 10 times. Participants interact in a group

of three and are rematched with two random participants in each round. In each

group one person is assigned the role of a receiver and two the role of senders.

The receiver is asked to choose one of the two senders to play a dictator game

with. The dictator game itself is equivalent to the one described in Part A. The

sender who is not selected does not participate in the game and receives no points.

Before the receiver makes her selection decision, both senders are asked to make a

non-binding promise regarding the amount of points they will send to the receiver if

they get selected. Participants enter their promise as a number into the computer

interface. The promises are displayed to the receiver before the receiver makes

the selection decision. After senders indicate their promise, they decide about the

amount they actually want to send. This decision gets automatically implemented

if they are selected as sender.

Again, I apply the strategy method. That means I ask all three participants
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to make both sender and receiver decisions. First all participants make promises,

then they decide the amount to give and finally all participants see the promises of

their two group-members and make a selection-decision. After all participants make

these decisions their roles are randomly assigned by the computer, and the respective

decisions are automatically implemented.24 Finally each participant learns what

role they had in that turn, what the promises were in their group, who got selected

and what the selected sender actually sent. Figure 1 displays the set-up of the

experiment.

Figure 1: Timeline of the experiment.

promises

dictator game
treatment 1 decision

selection

implement &
display results

repetition

dictator game
treatment 2

For the payment, one of the eleven rounds is selected at random and all par-

ticipants receive 10 cents (USD) for each point they earned during that round. In

addition, each participant receives $10 for their participation.

Questionnaire

In the end of the experiment, participants answer a six-item questionnaire with the

following questions.

• What is your age?

• What is your gender?

• What is your major?

• Did you incur any problems or questions during the experiment that could not

be resolved? If yes please describe!

• What was your rationale for the height of the promises you made?

24 The motivation for using the strategy method is twofold. Firstly, the method allows to compare
selected to non-selected senders. Secondly, it enables participants to understand and learn learn
faster, if they have to think about both sides of the game.
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• What was your rational for selecting the promises you selected?

The questions are not intended for a part of the analysis but as a control that

recruiting and the experiment work as intended (i.e. subjects consistently reason in

an unexpected way.).

IRB and Pre-registration

The project has been reviewed and approved by the IRB of the University of Califor-

nia San Diego. The registered project number is 180290. The experiment has been

pre-registered before conduction at the AEA RCT Registry with the ID AEARCTR-

0002952. The primary analysis in this paper follows the pre-registration with the ex-

ception of Table 4. The table has been added to the analysis to after pre-registration

and should therefore only regarded as supplementary. The part of the analysis spec-

ified as exploratory in the pre-analysis plan has been moved to the appendix of this

paper.

Conduction of the Experiment

We conducted the experiment in the beginning of May 2018 at the Incentives Lab

at Rady School of Management, UCSD. In total 155 participants took part in the

study over 14 sessions.

5 Hypotheses

This section spells out the hypotheses that I test in the experiment. The first

hypothesis investigates pooling of promises. In the equilibria of the model sellers,

senders in the experiment, pool their promises at a single service quality weakly

above the natural quality provided by a motivated type. While it is unlikely in

an experiment to achieve perfect pooling at a single promise, I except a significant

share of the participants to promise the same amount of points and the distribution

of promises to be single peaked around this promise. I expect this amount to be
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equal or larger than 33 points and that this does not differ for selected or non-

selected senders. To investigate this hypothesis I will rely on graphical inspection of

the distribution of promises.

Hypothesis 1 (Pooling Hypothesis). Most senders in a session promise a similar

amount of points.

As a result of the predicted pooling of promises, the model predicts that par-

ticipants are not able to select better senders in equilibrium. To investigate this

hypothesis I will test if the average giving of selected senders differs from the aver-

age giving of non-selected senders.

Hypothesis 2 (Selection Hypothesis). On average, selected senders do not give

more than non-selected senders.

Finally, the model predicts that senders give more to the receivers than they

would have done in absence of promise competition. To investigate this hypothesis

I test whether giving in the first period of the promise game is higher than giving

in the dictator game.

Hypothesis 3 (Giving Hypothesis). On average, senders give more in the promise

game than in the dictator game.

6 Experimental Results

Start with the promises over the ten rounds of Part B of the experiment. Figure 2

displays the density of the selected (darker shade) and non-selected (lighter shade)

promises by round.25

The figure shows that the distribution of promises in the first two rounds of

the experiment is double peaked with one peak at 33 and the other at 50 points.

Furthermore, the distribution of selected and non-selected promises differ; the former

have a higher density around 50 whereas the latter have a more density around 33.

As a result, the promises that didn’t get selected are lower on average. This pattern

25 Figure 7 in Appendix B.1 displays the distribution of promises in a histogram.
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Figure 2: Density of promises selected and non-selected by round.

Notes: Density plot of the promises for each round of the promise game. Sepa-
rated by selected and non-selected senders. Gaussian kernel with a bandwidth of
4.

vanishes after the first three rounds of the experiment, mostly because both selected

and non-selected senders promise around 50 points. Accordingly, the distributions

approach each other and become single peaked around 50 points and very similar

after the first three rounds. This suggests that participants - after the first few

repetitions - do indeed pool their promises and that selected and non-selected senders

are indistinguishable by their promises.

Figure 2 displays substantial variation in the height of the promises participants

make. This variation might stem from two sources. Firstly, variation within sessions,

this variation suggest that participants do not pool perfectly at a single promise but

rather mix around a promise of 50 points instead. Secondly, variation across ses-

sions, meaning that participants pool perfectly at a single promise, yet this promise

differs from session to session. In Figure 2 these two sources of variation are in-

distinguishable. To distinguish both explanations, I adjust promises by adding or

subtracting a fixed amount to the promises in each round of each session such that

the modal promise of each session is precisely at 50 points without changing the
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Figure 3: Density of adjusted promises selected and non-selected by round.

Notes: Density plot of the adjusted promises for each round of the promise
game. Separated by selected and non-selected senders. Gaussian kernel with a
bandwidth of 4. Promises are adjusted such that the modal promise is 50 for each
round of an experimental session. I define the modal promise as the promise that
includes the largest number of other promises in a 5 point radius. To adjust the
promises, I add or subtract a fixed amount to the promises of each round of a
session such that the modal promise is 50. If the modal promise is not unique I
adjust such the average mode to 50. The idea is pre-specified in the pre-analysis
plan.

variance within a session. I define the modal promise as the promise that includes

the largest number of other promises in a 5 point radius.26 The adjusted promises

are deviations from the modal promise of a session in each round and thus display

variation within session exclusively.

Figure 3 displays the density of selected and non-selected adjusted promises.

Notably the densities are more focused around 50 and fairly stable across all periods.

The variation that is present in Figure 2 but not in Figure 3 is due to different

26 If the modal promise is not unique I adjust such the average mode to 50. The idea was pre-
specified in the pre-analysis plan, yet the plan did not specify how to deal with situations in
which more than one modal promise exists. The highest and lowest of these promises are always
within a range of 7.5 points and usually within 5 points of each other and the result don’t change
much if one takes the maximum, average, or minimum of these as the mode however.
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Figure 4: Height of average modal promise and share promising at mode.

Notes: The line indicates the share of promises that are within 5 points from
the modal promise(s) of their session in a particular round. The bars indicate
the height of the average modal promise.

promises across sessions whereas the variation that remains visible in Figure 3 is

due to different promises within sessions.27 The difference in variance suggests that

a major part of the variation in promises observable in Figure 2 is indeed due to

different promises in different sessions.

To investigate the share of promises that pool, Figure 4 displays the share of

promises around the mode as a red line and the height of the average mode as bars

for each repetition of the promise game. The figure demonstrates that the percentage

of participants promising at the mode is relatively stable around 50%. In contrast

the height of the average modal promise increases over the first rounds from 37 to

around 50 points and becomes stable only in the second half of the experiment.

In the pre-analysis plan, I outlined three criteria that would support the idea of

participants pooling their promises: Firstly that about at least 60% make a promise

within 5 points of the average mode, secondly, the distribution of promises is single

peaked, thirdly, that these criteria hold also if only looking at those promises that

27 Figure 8 in Appendix B.2 displays the distribution of adjusted promises in a histogram.
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got selected. As Figure 4 shows, the share of participants promising at the mode is

slightly smaller, around 50%. However the distribution of promises is single peaked

and focuses on that promise. In conclusion there is evidence in favor of the pooling

hypothesis of promises, albeit with some reservation regarding the idea that partic-

ipants only make a single promise.

Finding 1. The distribution of promises is single peaked around 50 points after the

first two rounds of the experiment, with a stable share of participants promising close

to the modal promise of their session. Over the entire duration of the experiment

there is a substantial variation in promising behavior, suggesting that participants

pool around but not precisely at a particular promise.

In order to test H2, I first provide an overview over the giving-behavior and then

proceeds to test whether senders selected differ from non-selected senders. Due to the

strategy method, I observe the giving decisions of all participants regardless whether

they got selected. Notably, the amount participants sent is sharply decreasing over

the rounds. In the final round the average amount sent is 52% of the average amount

sent in the first round. Figure 5 displays the density of the sending decisions for all

10 rounds by selected and not-selection senders. In the first rounds, the distribution

of selected senders has three spikes, one at 50 and one around 33 and a much smaller

one at 0 points. This contrasts with the distribution of non-selected senders, which

has mainly two spikes, a large one at 33 and a smaller one at 0. The difference

in distribution reflects the fact that in the first two periods selected senders often

promised 50 points whereas non-selected senders promised 33 more often.

Over the ten periods, the number of senders giving 0 points increases steadily

while the number of senders giving 50 decreases. At the same time the difference

between selected and non-selected senders nearly disappears in line with the hypoth-

esis that participants pool their promises. In period 9 the distributions only show

two spikes, one at 0 and one around 33 points and the distributions are very similar

for selected and non-selected senders.

The development of sending decisions, in combination with the distribution of
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Figure 5: Density of amount sent by round and selection.

Notes: Density plot of the amount sent by participants for each round of the
promise game. Separated by selected and non-selected senders. Gaussian kernel
with a bandwidth of 4.

promises displayed above, suggest that over the course of the experiment the norm

of living up to ones promise erodes. Some participants however continue to share

the amount that leads to an equal ex-post distribution of points.

Table 2 displays the average amount promisors send each by round, and breaks

the amounts down into giving by selected and non-selected promisors. The table

shows that the overall giving of senders decreases every round of the experiment

and particularly so in the first two turns.28 Turning towards differences between

selected and non-selected promisors, selected senders give significantly more (at the

5% level) than the the non-selected senders in rounds 1, 2, and 4. In all other

rounds the amounts do not differ significantly. This is in line with the finding that

both promises of senders differ by selection status in the first rounds but equalize

after four rounds. I conclude that a selection of more generous senders based on the

promise is not possible if the senders are experienced. A positive selection of more

28 The average amount sent in round 10 is only 52% of the amount sent in round 1. In the pre-
analysis plan I said that the analysis should focus on the first period if the amount decreases
by more than 50%. Even-though the decrease is almost as large I think an analysis of all turns
is interesting and meaningful.
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Table 2: Amount given by round

Round senders

all selected not-selected
difference
t-statistic p-value

1 35.883 38.353 33.007 2.116 0.035
2 32.349 36.490 29.163 3.054 0.002
3 28.970 30.654 27.222 1.443 0.150
4 28.361 31.667 26.549 2.019 0.044
5 27.762 29.536 26.052 1.284 0.200
6 27.135 25.588 28.660 -1.136 0.257
7 25.623 23.575 27.843 -1.659 0.098
8 23.968 22.131 25.869 -1.434 0.153
9 21.565 20.686 21.549 -0.358 0.720
10 18.663 21.046 17.170 1.664 0.097

Notes: The table displays the amount senders give in the promise game
by round. The different columns represent all senders or only those who
got selected or did not. The final two columns display the test statistic
and p-value of a two sided t-test.

generous senders occurs with the unexperienced senders in round one and two in

contrast.

Finding 2. After the first four rounds of the experiment, selected senders do not

send significantly more than their non-selected senders.

To investigate the third prediction (H3), namely that participants send more

points to the receiver in the promise game than in the dictator game, I need to

compare the giving in the promise game to giving in the dictator game. Figure 6

displays the average points given for each round of the promise game as well as for

the dictator game. The first bar represents the average giving of participants who

played the dictator game first and the last bar the average amount for participants

that played the dictator game last.

The figure shows that participants give around 30 points on average in the dic-

tator game regardless whether they play the game in the beginning or the end of

the experiment. In the first two rounds of the promise game participants give more

than in the dictator game, regardless of treatment. However, the amount partici-

pants give in the promise game decreases over the repetitions of the promise game

and from the fourth round onwards participants give less in the promise game than
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Figure 6: Density of adjusted promises selected and non-selected by round.

Notes: Bar graph displaying the mean giving of the participants in each round of
the promise game and the dictator game. The dictator game giving is separated
by participants who played the dictator game before (Round 0) and after (Round
11) the promise game.

they do in the dictator game. Perhaps surprisingly the amount participants give

in the dictator game in the end of the experiment is much higher than the amount

participants give in the last round of the promise game. Moreover, strikingly average

giving in the dictator game does not differ at all by the timing of the game (p-value

0.9275). This pattern resembles the restart effect that previous literature finds in a

repeated public good game.29

The difference between the development of the promise game and dictator game

behavior, makes a comparison of behavior in later rounds of the promise game to

the one-shot dictator game difficult. Factors that might not be present in a one-shot

game appear to change over the repetitions of the promise game - as for example

observing participants break their promise might induce negative reciprocity or de-

teriorating norms of generosity.30 For that reason comparing the average giving over

all rounds of the promise game to the one-shot dictator game seems likely to be unin-

formative and or at least biased. Hence, in the preferred specification I compare the

29 See Andreoni (1988).
30 Figure 9 in the appendix suggests that in particular those participants who give 50 points in

early rounds are those who decrease their giving subsequently.
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giving in the first round of the promise game to the dictator game in Table 3. The

table displays both a comparisons for completeness and due to pre-registration.31

Note that this comparison includes the giving decision of all participants regardless

whether they got selected.

Table 3: Comparison promise and dictator game givings

Round Treatment

Mean sending

Promise Game Dictator Game

Difference
t-statistic p-value

all all 27.141 30.967 -2.086 0.039
1 all 35.745 30.967 2.417 0.017
1 1 36.667 31.123 2.291 0.025

Notes: Givings in promise and dictator game. Treatment 1 plays the dictator game
first. Paired and two-sided t-test.

Averaging over all rounds the participants give significantly less in the promise

game compared to the dictator game (3.8 points). In contrast the first round of the

promise game participants give significantly more (4.8 points) in the promise game

instead. As argued I regard the latter comparison as evidence that the promise

game, at least initially, does increase giving as predicted.

The model predicts that promise competition makes senders promise a higher

quality than they would otherwise provide, the higher promises in turn increase

quality provision of honest sellers. For the experiment that means the model pre-

dicts that higher promises make honest participants give more than they had in the

dictator game. Table 4 provides a test of this predicted mechanism.32 The table

displays a regression of the difference in giving between round t and t− 1 on the ac-

cording difference in promising. In other words given the overall decrease of giving,

the table investigates whether a change in a sender’s promise is correlated with an

according change in a sender’s giving. As the table shows, a change of an individuals

promise by 10 points corresponds to a 2.65 point change in the amount of points the

participant sends to the receiver. At the same time the negative intercept reflects

the overall decrease of giving with on average 2.2 points per round. Significance and

31 Both comparisons have been pre-specified in the pre-analysis plan.
32 Note that this test was not specified hence should be regarded with as exploratory analysis.
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Table 4: Regression of change in giving on change in promising

∆t/t−1 Giving

(1) (2) (3)

∆t/t−1 Promise 0.265∗∗∗ 0.273∗∗∗ 0.282∗∗∗

(0.065) (0.065) (0.069)

Sqrt (∆t/t−1 Promise) −0.001
(0.001)

Constant −2.179∗∗∗

(0.207)

Individual FE X
Round FE X X
N 1,377 1,377 1,377
R2 0.075 0.091 0.115

Notes: Regression of difference of giving in round t to
t − 1 on difference of promise. Round and individual
fixed effects. Clustered standard errors (individual level)
in parenthesis.
* p < 0.05; ** p < 0.01; *** p < 0.001.

size of the coefficient hold up when including round and individual fixed effects and

an additional squared functional form. In a further investigation, Figure 1 and Table

6 both in the Appendix demonstrate that the effect observable in this table largely

stems from those participants who keep their initial promise in the first round of the

experiment. This group circumvents 2/3 of all participants.

Finding 3. (i) Participants send more points in the first round of the promise

game than in the dictator game. (ii) promises predict giving in all rounds of the

experiment. (iii) there is a restart effect between the last round of a promise game

and a dictator game.
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6.1 Who decreases giving in the promise game?

To provide a better understanding of the data, this section sheds light on the decrease

giving across rounds.33

Table 5: Regression of giving in t on giving and role in t− 1.

give

(1) (2)

Giving t− 1 0.678∗∗∗ 0.677∗∗∗

(0.031) (0.031)
Giving t− 1 Select Sender 0.111∗∗∗ 0.087∗∗

(0.019) (0.033)
Previous Role: Receiver −4.648∗

(1.912)
Previous Role: Selected Sender 1.294

(1.504)
Giving Selected Sender * Receiver 0.111∗

(0.049)
Giving Selected Sender * Selected Sender −0.032

(0.041)
Constant 4.052∗ 5.092∗

(1.809) (2.032)
Round FE X X
Individual FE X X
N 1,377 1,377
R2 0.493 0.499

Notes: Regression of giving in round t on giving in
previous round. Individual and round fixed effects. Clus-
tered standard errors on individual level in parenthesis.
* p < 0.05; ** p < 0.01; *** p < 0.001.

Table 5 displays a regression of giving in period t on giving and the role of

the individual participant in period t − 1. The regression includes dummies for

round fixed effects and clusters standard errors on the individual level. The high

and significant coefficient of a participant’s own giving in t − 1 underlines that

participants’ decisions are relatively steady over different periods. In addition also

the amount given by the selected sender in round t − 1 has a significantly positive

coefficient. This indicates that participants - on average - react to the giving of

33 This section has not been pre-registered and should therefore be seen as exploratory.
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others and adjust their giving in the same direction. Specification (2) includes an

indicator for the role a participant had in round t− 1 as well as an interaction with

the giving of the selected sender in that round. Interestingly, the interaction between

being the receiver and the giving of the selected sender is significantly positive.

7 Discussion and Conclusion

This paper sheds light on two aspects of promise competition: Selection of better

sellers in the market based on their promises, and the how promise competition

affects promises and quality provision. The paper finds that promises are not infor-

mative about seller-types, hence no selection occurs. However, some sellers promise

more than they would provide in absence of strategic concerns thereby honest sellers

increases their actual quality provision. In the experiment, senders need a few repe-

titions until they pool their promises suggesting that it matters whether sellers are

experienced. Also the empirical evidence that promise competition increases giving

is limited to the first round of the promise promise game as the dictator game is

one-shot.

The strong decline of the giving in the promise game is the main factor that

makes a comparison of later repetitions of the promise game to the one-shot dic-

tator game difficult. Over the 10 repetitions of the game, the amount of points

participants give to the receivers decreases by 48% in the promise game. Previous

literature documents a similar decline in public good games.34 The results displayed

in Table 5 in the exploratory analysis suggest that a mechanism similar to condi-

tional cooperation of participants documented in a public good game35 might be

at work in this experiment. Here participants do not cooperate but might follow

a norm or moral rule that prescribes them to give points to the receiver and keep

their promise. Some participants never or always adhere to that rule, but many

participants conditionally adhere to it. Hence, if participants observe others not to

34 For example Isaac, Walker, and Thomas (1984) and Plott, Isaac, and McCue (1985). The study
of Sass et al. (2015) provides some evidence that behavior similar pattern in a repeated dictator
game.

35 For example by Brandts and Schram (2001), Croson (2007), Fischbacher and Gächter (2010),
Fischbacher, Gächter, and Fehr (2001), Keser and Van Winden (2000).
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adhere to the rule they in turn will also decrease their giving. Furthermore partici-

pants appear to reciprocate the action of a selected sender to stronger degree when

the action affects them directly (as the receiver) as compared to a situation where

they only observe the action (as a non-selected sender). This paper also documents

a restart effect in a dictator game following the promise game. In spite of the fact

that participants are informed that they play with the same pool of participants,

they give much in a dictator game than in the last round of the promise game. In

fact giving in the dictator game does not differ by the timing of the game (before /

after the promise game). This appears similar to the increase of contributions after

restarting a public good game, first documented by Andreoni (1988). In the light

of this findings, I argue that only a comparison of the first round of the promise

game is meaningful. It is an interesting question for future research whether giving

in a dictator game decreases at the same rate as in the promise game. It is possible

that the observability of broken promises triggers negative reciprocity to a larger

extend than in a repeated dictator game, thus that the positive effect of promise

competition in the short term us turned over in the long term. In conclusion I regard

further empirical analysis of the long term consequences of promise competition as

an intriguing question for future research.
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A Extensions to the model.

A.1 Existence of equilibria with four types

The main analysis is based on a the type-space Talt = {(0, 0), (α, 0), (α, ρ)}. In this

section I add type τd = (α, 0) to the type-space. Call this type deceptive. This section

shows that the described pooling equilibria exist even with four types. However,the

upper bound of the range pmax may be different. I maintain the assumption that

each type is drawn with equal probability.

Recall that I define pmax = min{p̃, p̂}. As τd is equivalent to τl with regard to

marginal utilities, p̃ remains unchanged. However, p̂ now is such that,

φτg x
∗(p̂, τg) + φτd x

0

φτg + φτl + φτd
= x∗(p̂, τh).

Observe that Assumption 3 implies that,

φτg + φτh
φτg + φτl + φτd

x0 > x∗(x0, τh).

It follows that p̂ > x0.

Proposition 8. The class of pooling Equilibria that passes Criterion D1 with type-

space Tbase, also exists with type space Talt, albeit the upper bound might be different.

Proof. Consider any pooling equilibrium described in Proposition (6). Both τd and τl

face no cost of promise breaking, hence are indifferent among all promises for an equal

chance of selection. That means both types deviate to any off-equilibrium promise

for exactly the same set of mixed best-replies by the promisee, D(τd, p) = D(τl, p)

for all p. For that reason the type does not eliminate any beliefs that D1 permits

in type-space T . Accordingly the set of beliefs supporting any of these pooling

equilibria still exist and the following beliefs follow Bayes’ rule and pass Criterion
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D1,

µ(τl|p) =


φτl if p = p∗;

1 if p > p∗;

0 if p < p∗,

µ(τh|p) =


φτh if p = p∗;

1 if p < p∗;

0 if p > p∗,

µ(τd|p) =


φτd if p = p∗;

0 if p < p∗;

0 if p > p∗,

µ(τg|p) = 1− µ(τh|p)− µ(0, 0|p)− µ(τd|p).

The promisee-strategy is optimal under the new type space as long as p ≤ p̂. Given

the promisee-strategy, the promisor strategy is optimal,too.

A.2 Discussion of Assumption 3

In the model, the existence of equilibria rests partly on Assumption 3. The assump-

tion ensures that the expected quality from a promise that both τg and τl make

is higher than the quality from any lower promise exclusively made by type τh. If

that is not the case, thus the assumption is violated, and the likelihood of type

τl is sufficiently large, all pooling equilibria are eliminated by Criterion D1 since

promisee prefer to elect a lower promise that is made by τh exclusively under these

circumstances. The following proposition establishes this.

Proposition 9. Consider a promise p ≥ x0 such that
φτg

φτg+φτl
x∗(p, τg) < x∗(p, 0, ρ).

There is no equilibrium that survives Criterion D1 in which this quality is promised

with positive probability.

Proof. We prove this by contradiction. Suppose there exists an equilibrium that

survives D1 in which a promise p ≥ x0 such that
φτg

φτg+φτl
x∗(p, τg) < x∗(p, 0, ρ), is

made with positive probability. Proposition 6 and 7 establish that then this must
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be a pooling equilibrium in which sτ (p) = 1 for all τ in T. In such equilibrium

type τh and τg have a larger ex-post utility if they get selected with p′ = p − ε for

some ε > 0. In contrast type τl receives exactly the same ex-post utility with either

promise. Hence, Criterion D1 eliminates type τl for promise ρ′ and the beliefs µ to be

accordingly. Regardless which other type survives this means E[x|p′, µ] > E[x|p, µ]

such that the promisor prefers p′ to p. Accordingly p cannot be a promise made in

equilibrium which contradicts the assumption.

That means that relaxing Assumption 3 reduces the set of pooling equilibria that

survive criterion D1 up to the point that no pooling equilibrium remains. In other

words, if too many bad types are in a market that can lead to a break-down of all

equilibria.

Similarly equilibria could break down if the fixed cost of promise-breaking is high

enough such that τh keeps all potential equilibrium promises. As this type gains the

most from downward deviation to a lower promise, D1 requires the promisee to belief

such promise comes from τh but that eliminates any equilibrium as τh keeps that

promise.

While it is conceivable that a too large amount of bad types destroys any equilib-

rium, it imight seem undesirable that the existence of equlibria depends on the fact

that the honest type has a low enough cost of promise-breaking. In the following

I address this concern by demonstrating that introducing an additional type with

an intermediate level of motivation to the model allows for equilibria in which the

intermediately motivated and honest type keeps the equilibrium promise while the

unmotivated and honest type breaks it.

Assume a type (α̇, ρ) such that 0 < α̇ < α and assume that α̇ and ν are large

enough such that x∗(p, α̇, ρ) for some p ≥ x0 while at the same time the natural

action of that type is lower than x0α̇,ρ < x0τg .

Proposition 10. For α̇ large enough, there exist beliefs that conform with Criterion

D1 such that for p∗ in [x0, pmax] the following strategies form a perfect Bayesian
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(pooling) equilibrium,

sτ (p
∗) = 1 for all t,

a∗(p1, p2) =


1 if p1 = p∗ and p2 6= p∗,

0 if p1 6= p∗ and p2 = p∗,

0.5 otherwise,

x∗(p, τ) as defined in Equation (2) for all types τ,

where pmax = min{p̃, p̂}.

Proof. Once I show that D1 deletes the belief that type (α̇, ρ) for any deviating

from the equilibrium, the proof is equivalent to the proof of Proposition 6. To see

that consider any equilibrium promise p∗ and firstly consider any upward deviation.

Type (α̇, ρ) is clearly loosing ex-post utility from making a higher promise, whereas

τl is not, hence the former is deleted by D1 for any promise p > p∗. Consider any

deviation to a lower promise. Here (α̇, ρ) gains utility from getting selected with a

lower promise, as does τh. Whereas the former is keeping her promise the latter is

breaking it. It is straightforward to see τl gains more from a downward deviation

if α̇ is such that the marginal utility from motivation off-sets the higher loss of

utility from keeping a promise as compared to breaking it optimally. Formally, for

α̇f ′x(x
∗) > u′p(p

∗, p∗, τh)− u′p(x∗, p∗, τh) D1 deletes (α̇, ρ) and the rest of the proof is

identical to the proof of Proposition 6.

We begin by showing that there exist believes permissible by D1 to support this

equilibrium. Let p∗ be any equilibrium promise in [x0, pmax]. Consider a deviation

to any promise p′ < p∗, by choice of pmax, type τh is the type that gains highest

expected utility from deviating to p′. Accordingly, D1 deletes all other types, and

promisee beliefs are µ(τh|p′) = 1 for all p′ < p∗ which does not support deviation.

Secondly, consider any promise larger than the equilibrium promise p′ > p∗. Both τg

and τh loose ex-post utility from increasing their promise, while τl does not. Again

D1 deletes these types for promisee beliefs and only the belief µ(τl|p′) is permissible.

Hence beliefs permissible by D1 exist to support the equilibria. Finally, given these
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beliefs a∗ is optimal and so is sτ (p
∗) = 1, which concludes the proof.
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B Supporting Figures and Tables

B.1 Histograms of promises of selected and non-selected

senders

To complement the density plots shown in the main part of the paper, the follow-

ing two figures display show histograms of the promises in each round divided by

selection status. Figure 7 displays promises and Figure 8 adjusted promises. The

pictures confirm the findings from the density plots above. Promises are centered

around 50 and single peaked generally, except for the first two rounds in which there

are two peaks, one around 33 and one at 50 points. Notably the adjusted promises

are more densely centered around 50.

Figure 7: Density of promises selected and non-selected by round.

Notes: Histogram of promises for each round of the promise game. Separated
by selected and non-selected senders.

B.2 Comparison of promises and giving

This Figure provides a comparison of the density of the promises given and the

giving in the promise game. Notably densities are quite similar in the first round

of the experiment, but over the rounds of the experiment more participants break

their promise and give close to nothing to the receiver. Beginning from round 4
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Figure 8: Density of adjusted promises selected and non-selected by round.

Notes: Histogram of adjusted promises for each round of the promise game. Sepa-
rated by selected and non-selected senders.Promises are adjusted such that the modal
promise is 50 for each round of an experimental session. I define the modal promise
as the promise that includes the largest number of other promises in a 5 point ra-
dius. To adjust the promises, I add or subtract a fixed amount to the promises of
each round of a session such that the modal promise is 50. If the modal promise is
not unique I adjust such the average mode to 50. The idea is pre-specified in the
pre-analysis plan.

participants who give 50 in earlier rounds seem to drive the effect. At the same

time the distribution of promises does not change much. This suggests that the

effects stems from participants who become less inclined to life up to their promise

instead of changing promises. Moreover it is noteworthy that there is a fraction of

participants who give around 33 points throughout the entire experiment, regardless

of the distribution of promises. This could support the idea that these participants

are ’natural givers’ who give even if promises get increasingly less followed upon.

B.3 Initial promise-keepers drive effect in Table 4

This section shows that there is heterogeneity in how a change in a participant’s

promise correlates with a subsequent change in giving. In particular participants

can be divided with respect to their decision whether to keep their promise in the

first round of the experiment or not. Figure 10 displays a scatter plot of the difference
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Figure 9: Density of promises and giving by round.

Notes: Bar graph displaying the mean giving of the participants in each round of
the promise game and the dictator game. The dictator game giving is separated by
participants who played the dictator game before (Round 0) and after (Round 11)
the promise game.

in promise between period t and t − 1 on the difference on giving for each period,

divided by participants who kept their promise in the first round of the promise

game and those who did not. For the group of initial promise keepers a simple

linear fit reveals a positive correlation in all but the two last periods, whereas a

change in promising does not correspond to a change in giving for the inital promise

breakers. To confirm the visual investigation, Table 6 investigates the same in an

OLS regression identical to specification (3) in Table 4 but separated for the two

groups of participants. The regression controls for individual and round fixed effects

and also allows for clustered standard errors on the individual level.

The table shows that the correlation between a change in giving and promising

is close to zero for initial promise breakers and statistically insignificant. In contrast

the correlation is highly significant for initial promise keepers, on average a 10 point

increase in the promise corresponds to a 3.5 point increase in giving.
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Figure 10: Change in promise and giving t/t− 1 by initial promise-keeping.

Notes: Scatter plot of the difference in the promise between round t and t − 1
on the difference in amount given between round t and t− 1. Separated whether
participant kept or broke the promise in round 1.

B.4 Promise Breaking

Table 2 demonstrates that, with an exception for round 1,2, 4 of the experiment,

participants do not select senders who give significantly more (or less) to receivers

than the senders. This is in line with the finding that in later rounds of the experi-

ment selected and non-selected senders do not differ in their promises. This section

investigates whether the same also holds fr promise-breaking. The equilibria of the

model predict this, even though this hasn’t been the focus of the analysis.36

Figure 11 displays the share of broken promises by round. In accordance with

the decline in giving over the rounds of the experiment while promises first increase

and then remain stable, the share of broken promises increases from 0.346 in the

first round to 0.752 in the last round. The increase in the share of broken promise

is largest between the first 3 rounds, which are the those rounds in which many

36 This has been pre-specified as exploratory analysis before the experiment.
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Table 6: Regression of change in giving on change in promising by fulfillment of
promise in round 1

∆t/t−1 Giving
fulfillment of promise in round 1.

keepers breakers

∆t/t−1 Promise 0.345 0.110
(0.065) (0.065)

(∆t/t−1 Promise) sqrt −0.002 −0.002

Individual FE X X
Round FE X X
N 900 477
R2 0.157 0.050

Notes: Regression of difference of giving in round t to
t− 1 on difference of promise. Regression (1) uses par-
ticipants that keep their promise in round 1. Regression
(2) uses participants that break their promise in round
1. Round and individual fixed effects. Clustered stan-
dard errors (individual level) in parenthesis.
* p < 0.05; ** p < 0.01; *** p < 0.001.

participants increase their promise (see Figure 9 in the appendix for a comparison).

To test whether selected senders differ from the rest, Table 7 displays the shares

of broken promises by selection status and round. The table reports the results of a

two-sided test of proportions (chi-squared test) testing whether the shares differ by

select status. On average selected participants do not break their promises with a

different frequency than the other senders. This holds with an exception is period

8, in which selected senders break the promise significantly more often.

B.5 Attribution of Giving Increase

The model predicts that honest promisors who give litte in the dictator game drive

the higher giving in the promise game. In the pre-analysis I specify that I run the
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Figure 11: Share of broken promises by round.

Notes: Bar graph of the share of broken promises in each round.

Table 7: Share of broken promises by selection status and round

Round senders

all selected not-selected
Chi-2 test
p-value

1 0.346 0.359 0.294 0.273
2 0.490 0.523 0.477 0.493
3 0.621 0.667 0.588 0.193
4 0.660 0.654 0.654 1
5 0.686 0.693 0.686 1
6 0.699 0.739 0.660 0.170
7 0.706 0.719 0.706 0.899
8 0.699 0.778 0.641 0.012
9 0.778 0.797 0.784 0.888
10 0.752 0.725 0.771 0.429

Notes: The table displays the share of senders who
break their promise by round of the promise game. The
last column displays the p-value of a test of proportions
comparing the share of broken promises by selected and
not-selected senders.

following regression as exploratory analysis to investigate this,

∆i = α + βidi + εi,
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where ∆i = si−di is the difference between the amount given in the dictator game di

and the average amount given over all rounds of the promise game si of participant

i, εi is the robust error term.

The following table gives an overview over the results of this regression. Albeit

the result confirms the prediction of the model, I caution that, in light of the high

R2 term, the result is likely to be an artifact of regressing the difference of giving

on the dictator game giving as the difference contains the dictator game giving. As

this part of the analysis is pre-specified, I still present the table below.

Table 8: Regression difference in giving on dictator game giving

Avg. giving Promise - giving Dictator game

Giving Dictator game −0.715∗∗∗

(0.082)

Constant 18.322∗∗∗

(2.557)

N 153
R2 0.499

Notes: Regression of difference in giving between
promise and dictator game on giving in the dictator
game. Robust standard errors in parenthesis.
* p < 0.05; ** p < 0.01; *** p < 0.001.
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